Working with DSDM® Agile projects
Duration: 1 day

“

PM-Partners have been
leaders in training and
professional certification
for over 20 years.

Overview
The DSDM® (Dynamic System Development Method) Agile Project Framework, from

Agile Business Consortium, provides organisations with a framework to deliver projects

based on project management standards, rigour and visibility, whilst at the same time

“

Our trainers are highly
qualified, practitioners in
their chosen fields.

All those involved in a DSDM Agile project, from the delivery team through to the

Sydney Training Centre
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Who should attend?
– Anyone involved in a DSDM
Agile project, including:
=
=
=

Business representatives

Delivery team members

Technical specialists

– Anyone interested in learning
more about DSDM.

enabling the fast pace of change and empowerment that is integral to Agile.

highest-level business stakeholders, need to fully understand the role they need to play
in achieving the optimal project outcome.

This course will provide you with an overview of how DSDM Agile projects are delivered
and the role that each person plays. Participation in this course will enable you to:

–

Appreciate how value is delivered in an Agile project

–

Use Agile principles and values to achieve business valued outcomes

–

Contribute effectively to DSDM Agile projects

–

Participate in common Agile practices such as prioritisation and estimation

Course Summary
Agile approach and philosophy: The Agile mindset, values and principles. How

solutions are delivered using an Agile approach.

The DSDM Agile Project Framework: Overview of the DSDM philosophy, process
model and products. Exploration of common DSDM roles.

DSDM practices, planning and control: Participation in a series of timeboxes to
deliver valued outcomes for stakeholders. Defining requirements through user stories.

Working with the prioritised requirements list.

Participation in prioritisation and

estimation sessions. Overview of DSDM planning, tracking and control concepts.

Course Delivery
Trainers of this course will use a practical delivery approach to provide participants with
a ‘hands-on’, multi-faceted and challenging learning experience.

Courses are facilitated by our expert team and can be conducted onsite or at our
premises. All courses can be customised to suit your requirements.
Materials: A comprehensive participant handbook is provided.

Prerequisites
There are no prerequisites for this
course.

DSDM® is a registered trademark of Agile Business Consortium Limited. All rights reserved.
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